
LED’s
WORK

  Lighting – more space system
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”Great design is intuitively recognised, in its meaning,
 function and emotion.“
Georg Kaluza, product design Attenzia lights
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How can you manage light? Our answer to this question is Attenzia. 
This new Novus lighting assortment combines our expertise in the fi eld of lumi-
naire design, featuring perfect technology and an inspiringly elegant look. Every 
detail of the design is geared towards optimum function and perfect shape, lights 
from the impressively thin luminaire head to the extremely mobile luminaire 
arms equipped with precisely adjustable joints. High-quality materials such as 
anodised aluminium and chrome ensure that every Attenzia light off ers a high-
quality appearance. Get in touch with Attenzia.

LED’s DESIGN WORKSPACE
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LED’s FOCUS
How can light make impression? Attenzia catches the eye from the very 
start. The high-quality LED unit generate a light that you don`t want to 
miss anymore. The high luminous fl ux, powerful illuminance and authentic 
colour rendering are just some of the parameters of a fascinating overall 
eff ect. Infi nitely dimming enables you to choose your individual illumi-
nance level. From perfect heat management to the long lifetime of the 
LED, every design detail of the Attenzia task and complete luminaires is 
consistently focused on a single aim: the convenient and homogenous 
illumination of your workstation. Consequently easily you can concen-
trate on: your work.
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LED’s MOVE
How can you get light moving? The Attenzia task shows the way. Wherever you 
want to move this light. The sleek and height-adjustable support arm helps. This 
outstanding level of fl exibility enables perfect illumination of the desired area of 
your workstation at all times. The Attenzia task can be positioned securely on your 
desk using the table clamps from the range of accessories.
In addition, the internal cable routing of the luminaires always ensures an organi-
sed appearance. The Attenzia complete can simply be attached to a column from 
the Novus MY providing more free space and enabling a clear overview.

As fl exible as the new work environment

LED’s WORK
TOGETHER
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How can you make light ergonomic? It‘s simple: just combine it with the intelligent 
solutions from the Novus more space system. These opens unlimited perspectives 
for individual workspace organisation, enabling all details to be ergonomically 
adapted to your personal requirements. Using the monitor support arms, orga-
nisation walls and many other products from the Novus more space system, it is 
easy to assemble your individual workstation. Attenzia is the perfect addition for 
our aim to make your work easier. LEDs start!

The perfect match – Novus more space system and Attenzia
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An overview of the possibilities

The built in LED unit, has a lifetime of for more than 50,000 hours. It is infi nitely 
dimmable and has an automatic switch off . 

Safely mounted at the table with the NOVUS Attenzia clamp (available in two clamping 
lengths).

Flexible positioning thanks to continuously 
adjustable joints (NOVUS Attenzia task).

Simply attach the Attenzia to one of our 
Novus MY columns.

luminaire 
luminous 
fl ux

luminaire 
light
effi  ciency 

Average
illuminance

colour 
rendering 
index

white black silver

NOVUS Attenzia complete
Smart designed LED light for 
illuminating the entire work space

1708 lm 83,3 lm/W 1714 Lux 86 740+2109+000

NOVUS Attenzia task, with clamp 1
Smart designed LED desk light with 
slim-line 2-part aluminium support arm

742 lm  82,7 lm/W 1273 Lux 86 740+1211+000 740+1218+000 740+1219+000

NOVUS Attenzia task, without mount
Smart designed LED desk light with 
slim-line 2-part aluminium support arm

742 lm  82,7 lm/W 1273 Lux 86 740+1201+000 740+1208+000 740+1209+000 

NOVUS Attenzia clamp 1
Clamp for mounting on desktops

Clamping length 10-50 mm 798+0011+000 798+0018+000 798+0019+000

NOVUS Attenzia clamp 2
Clamp, especially for mounting on 
big desktops

Clamping length: 45-85 mm 798+0021+000 798+0028+000 798+0029+000

MY base C MY column 350 mm, clamp 14-40 mm 911+0019+000

MY base C1 MY column 350 mm, clamp 13-25 mm 911+0029+000

MY base D MY column 350 mm, drilling screw fi tting 911+0049+000

MY base G MY column 350 mm, cable port mount 911+0059+000

MY base S MY column 350 mm, system rail attachment 911+0069+000

LED’s MEET SOON

4026 Debrecen, Hunyadi utca 8.

Tel. +36 52 524 540
Fax. +36 52 524 541

Email. vivax@vivax.hu, tervezes@vivax.hu

 (Class Design)

Mobil. +36 30 336 0699

Tel.  +36 46 413 920
Fax. + 36 46 413 921

3525 Miskolc, Széchenyi utca 7.

Mobil. +36 30 903 9255

 (Pátria Üzletház 1. emelet)

Email. vivaxmiskolc@vivax.hu

2045 Törökbálint, Tópark utca 1/a.

Tel.  +36 23 444 707 
Fax. + 36 23 444 708
Mobil. +36 30 968 5232

 (MaxCity Lakberendezési Áruház, II. em. 232. ID Design)

Email. budapest@vivax.hu

IRODABÚTOR


